Commercial- and Industrial-Class Wireless Sensor Networks

There is only one
wireless sensor networking
system that really works.
MeshScape™

Me

For large, industrial- and commercial-grade
networks that work in your environment,
you need a system that supports your realworld requirements—all of them. The
MeshScape™ wireless sensor networking
system delivers the highest performance in
scalability, reliability, responsiveness, and
power efficiency.
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Every Step of the Way

MeshScape enables OEM manufacturers and system

No one understands your business and application better than
you do. But adding a wireless sensor networking component to
your application can be complex and time-consuming. We know
this because no one understands wireless sensor networking better than Millennial Net. That’s why successful deployments
demand not just a supplier with a solid product, but a partner that
will add value to every step of the process from evaluation to
development and integration to deployment and support.

integrators to capitalize on the cost-efficiency, value,
and new opportunities that wireless sensor networking
can bring to their markets.
MeshScape is the only wireless sensor networking system that can reliably scale to hundreds of nodes with
extremely low power consumption—a key requirement
of commercial and industrial applications.

Evaluation
The evaluation phase sets the stage for the entire development
and deployment process. In addition to evaluating wireless sensor
networking systems in general, this process begins to uncover the
specifics of how wireless sensor networking will be incorporated
into your unique application. That’s why, in addition to offering
Reference Kits for fast prototyping, Millennial Net works closely
with you to help you evaluate the complete solution through feasibility assessments and high-level application requirements definition.
Development and Integration
Millennial Net has developed a set of best practices and tools to
help you through the development and integration process to help
you maximize your development resources. We’ll work with you to
help characterize your application, identify the network design
drivers, and develop detailed requirements. We can work with you
to identify integration requirements and resources. We also offer
custom hardware and/or software development services.
Deployment
We understand that the product isn’t complete when development
is done, it needs to be successfully deployed in the field. Millennial
Net will work closely with you to ensure successful deployment
and ongoing maintenance of your wireless sensor networking
application.

From large commercial buildings to harsh industrial
environments, MeshScape is the proven choice for
wireless sensor networking.

Try It For Yourself
Setting up a wireless sensor network is fast and easy with the
MeshScape wireless sensor networking reference kit. You can
prototype your application in a
matter of hours.
For more information, visit
www.millennialnet.com/refkit.

Millennial Net
Millennial Net develops commericial- and industrial-class
wireless sensor networking systems that enable OEMs and
systems integrators to quickly and cost-effectively implement
wireless sensor networks. These networks enable the
remote monitoring and management of critical devices while
providing data to enable more informed decision-making,
better control and increased revenue opportunities.
Millennial Net's patented ad hoc, self-organizing wireless
sensor networking MeshScape™ system leads the industry
in power efficiency, support for dynamic systems and mobile
sensors, reliability, and scalability. Millennial Net also leads
the industry in real-world deployments with networks
installed across commercial building and industrial environments. Millennial Net is backed by top-tier venture firms and
is headquartered in Burlington, MA.
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